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Housing
goes through
changes
By Mark Miller

news editor

Staff photo by Ming Laong

JMU fans cheer for the Dukes in their 72-51 loss to Western Kentucky in the NCAAs. Two busloads of
fans made the trip from JMU to Philadelphia on Thursday to see the game.

Women's team falls in NCAAs
By Mark Charnock
sports editor

It was a hard way to look back at a
good season, but JMU's 72-51 loss
to Western Kentucky also provided
what could be a sign of things to
come.
After the loss, the Dukes were
finally able to reflect on their recordsetting season that featured 28 victories and two surprising NCAA victories, leaving them just two games
shy of a Final Four appearance.
It also was ironic that Western
Kentucky's road to the Final Four
last year was almost a carbon copy
of the Dukes' NCAA performance
this year.
The Hilltoppers went two games
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past what JMU accomplished this
year and were subsequently labeled
by some as the tournament's
Cinderella team after knocking off a
talented University of Texas team.
Sound familiar?
So when Cinderella past and
Cinderella present squared off
Thursday night, it was expected to
be a fairly good ballgame.
What it turned out to be was a
domination with the Hilltoppers
showing the Dukes just how valuable
their tournament experience was.
Western Kentucky also defeated
Rutgers by 15 Saturday for the
region championship, and the team
is now setting its sights on winning
the whole tournament.
"We gave it our best shot," JMU

Larry Linville spoke to a
full house in Wilson Hall
Friday night.
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co-captain Julie Franken said after
Thursday's game. But Franken also
showed some hidden optimism for
the upcoming season.
That seemed to be the attitude of
the night. When JMU head coach
Shelia Moorman spoke with
reporters afterward, she made that
perfectly clear.
"I hope they're going to use this
as a stepping stone," Moorman said
of the team and her hopes for making a Western Kentucky-like followup next season. "It's invaluable to
us. There is nothing we could have
done that would have given us
similar experience. It's going to serve
us w«ll in the future."

\

There will be many changes in
campus housing this year, and
the office of residence life is exploring ways to make room
signups as fair as possible.
Dr. Bill Bolding, director of
residence life, said he is seeking
student opinion about how to
make signups more fair. One
problem he would like to
eliminate is students "pulling
in" other students.
Sometimes upperclassmen
cannot live in the hall they
would like because during inhall sign-ups, some roommates
split up to pull in two
underclassmen and then switch
rooms in the fall.
"We need to talk about the
problem, because it's very important to those, people affected. We want to get an idea
of how we can address it."
Bolding said he encourages
students' comments or suggestions about pulling in.
In-hall sign-ups will be April
21; general sign-ups will be in
the Warren Campus Center
ballroom April 22 and 23.
This year, sign-ups will be
done the same way as they have
been, but changes probably will
be made for next year, Bolding
said.
Changes in housing offerings
include:
• Howard Johnson's will be
offered as a sign-up option.
Previously, the facility housed
only freshmen. HoJo's now
houses 120 students and has a
capacity of 143.
• The university will begin
phasing out Presidential Apartments. Three of the seven units
will be closed. The three units
now house 94 students and have
a capacity of 129. The entire
See HOUSING page 2

See WOMEN page 2 ►

Prized
Poet

Pulitzer prize-winning poet Gwendolyn
Brooks read from her works Friday in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre-
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James Madison University
Fine Arts Series
presents

Women
'^-(Gontlnued from page 1)

The facts and figures from this
season make next year look very promising. The 1985-86 Dukes virtually
rewrote the JMU women's basketball record book, with season marks
falling in most wins, highest point
total and best win-loss percentage,
among others.
The Dukes will lose only one
player, senior Sue Flynn. Next year's
squad should come back not only
with higher expectations and goals,
but the confidence and experience to
back them up.
"We hope to win the conference
tournament, have a 20-win season
and make it back at least this far,"
Franken said about possible team
goals for next season.
Winning the conference tournament seems to be first in line again,
and it could take a little more work
next year. If the NCAA reviews the
films of JMU in this year's tourney,
it very well might provide more incentive for conference teams in the
form of an automatic bid to the
tournament.
The Dukes have done wonders in
elevating the conference name and,
as associate director of athletics Dr.
Leotus Morrison suggests, the Colonial Athletic Association might get
the automatic bid because of it.
"I'm very pleased for the con-

ference," she said after JMU's
opening-round victory over Providence College. "We applied for an
automatic bid last year and were
turned down. I would hope we
would get an automatic next year."
While next year's preparations
were a kind of afterthought for the

"This is what I
came here for....
28-4 means the
world to me."
— Flo Jackson
Jerome Hines
Dukes following the loss, the reflections on the 28-4 season were many.
"We've accomplished so much,"
point guard Flo Jackson said of
finally achieving a level of national
respect. " This is what I.came her
for. It (the program) has been the
last three years of my life. 28-4
means the world to me."
And if the Dukes follow up on
that 28-4 record next year, that
world could get a whole lot bigger.

Housing-

Tuesday, March 25
8 p.m. Wilson Hall
General admission tickets are $5 each and are available from Charles Mathias
Inc .downtown Harrisonburg; Centerpoint Bookstore, Valley Mall; and the office of the dean, College of Fine Arts and Communication, Room 2, AnthonySeeger Hall. For information call 568-6472.
m*

Mr. Hines' appearance is part of the annual JMU Festival of the Arts.
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facility houses 239 students, with a
capacity of 299.
Bolding said the university would
like to stop leasing off-campus
facilities, such as Presidential and
HoJo's, because it is getting too expensive.
• The Hillside trailers will be
removed immediately after spring
semester to make way for a new
residence hall similar to McGrawLong and Bell halls. Bids for the
dormitory will be opened April 9,
said George Marcum, director of the
physical plant. It is expected to be
completed by fall 1987.
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Removing the trailers will
eliminate close to 50 spaces. The
trailers "were not built for long-term
use," Bolding said. "We got them as
temporary housing sites."
• The ban on full lofts will
eliminate about 24 spaces in the
Bluestone halls, as four-person
rooms will become three-person
rooms. All triples will remain triples.
• Gifford and Wayland halls will
become co-ed halls in the fall.
Bolding said housing priority this
year will be given to displaced
Hillside and Presidential residents
and students in Gifford and
Wayland who don't want to live in a
co-ed dorm.
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Yee's Place now
carrying full Chinese menu
cooked in the following
styles:
Szechuan
Mandarin
Hunan
Come in and sign up for
the drawing for $50 worth
of food.
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Lecturer opposes censorship in schools
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

The First Amendment is in jeopardy because of recent censorship in
public schools, said a visiting lecturer Friday.
' 'We are experiencing a movement
today to get rid of things in public
schools in the name of religion and
righteousness," said Edward Jenkinson, an education professor at Indiana University.
Jenkinson was the fourth speaker
of this semester's JMU Scholars
Program. He delivered a lecture titled "Current State and Major Trends
in Censorship" in Moody hall.
Jenkinson has written and edited
more than 20 books related to censorship trends in public schools. He
has spoken against censorship on
numerous national television and
radio talk shows.
;
'.'Throughout history we have had
serious attempts to prevent the
young from hearing certain people,
seeing certain things, reading books
and entertaining thoughts," Jenkinson said.
"When I started studying censorship, I noted that people were after
all kinds of things that I never believed they could be after."
Jenkinson read the First Amendment and said "those 45 words affect not only the press, the media,
and a free society, but they affect
teachers and students as well."
"If we have the rights of free press
and speech, then we have the right to
know, the right to learn, the right of
access to information and the right
to teach," Jenkinson said.
"Academic freedom is the right to
explore a subject to its fullest
extent."
Jenkinson attributed most censorship to right wing groups who are
targeting what they call "the religion
of secular humanism in public
schools."
He explained that secular
humanism is what the censors call a
deification of man over God, promoting immorality and ignoring
what the censors call traditional
values.

Sex education, drug awareness,
textbooks, evolution and certain
literary works are among the main
targets for censors, Jenkinson said.
The Moral Majority, an ultraconservative political action group,
claims that pornographic stag films
are used in junior high sex education
programs, and that sex education is
responsible for teen pregnancies,
abortions and venereal diseases, he
said.
He pointed out that polls show 70
percent of all Americans support sex
eduation in public schools.
Jenkinson said many textbooks
and literary works are censored
because protestors claim they are
one of the following: Soviet propoganda, anti-parental authority,
anti-establishment, obscene, profane, sexist, anti-work ethic, prominorities, anti-patritotic,- proethnic studies, pro-pagan lifestyles,
supernatural
and
prohomosexuality.
Black literature and textbooks
that portray women in nontraditional roles are considered
taboo in some circles, Jenkinson
said. "On the other hand some
feminist groups are after any picture
or textbook that shows women in the
home."
After the lecture, Jenkinson
pointed out that there is also censorship pressure from politically left
groups. He said the National
Organization of Women has opposed public school materials that do
not correspond to their feminist
ideology. Black groups, such as the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP), have called for the
removal of Mark Twain's "The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,"
claiming it contains racist language.
Jenkinson described the censorship tactics of Norman and Mel
Gabler, a Longview, Texas couple
exerting major influence on the
Texas Adoption Agency in censoring
or rejecting many textbooks used nationwide.
"Shirley Jackson's short story
'The Lottery' will never be included
in another literary anthology

VP Warren
being considered
for presidency
at Richmond
i

/
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Edward Jenkins, a professor of education at Indiana University,
speaks against censorship in public schools.
because of the Gablers," Jenkinson
said.
The Gablers objected to "The
Lottery" because it depicted blind
devotion to tradition.
-/'Today we are entering one of the
most difficult periods that we have
ever experienced in academic
freedom in this country," Jenkinson
said. "The New Right continuously
expands their definition of secular
humanism so they can include more
and more targets they want to get rid
of in public schools."
Jenkinson said such groups are
seeking legislation and court rulings
supporting their demands.
"What happens when we take

Dr. Russell Warren, vice president for academic
affairs, is one of "150 or so"'candidates for the
presidency of the Univerpty of Richmond.
Warren would not commept except to say he is a.
candidate for the position, according to his
secretary, Donna Burch.
Initially about 280 candidates were considered
for the position, said DrJ j|)hn Roush, executive
assistant to the president at Richmond. Roush also
is the executive secretary of die presidential screening and selection committtees. ,
Some applied and a /'great majority" were
nominated. Those nominated were invited to
become candidates.
Roush would not say whether Warren was
nominated or applied, or whether
he is a candidate. He also would not comment on the number
of candidates still under consideration.
The university began the search process when its
president, Dr. E. Bruce Hefiman. announced, on

books away from children is that we
make them forbidden fruit,"
Jenkinson said. "Every time there
has been a censorship incident in this
country, whatever it is the censors
are out to get becomes a bestseller."
He said when he questions or
doubts his stand against censorship,
he is inspired by what poet Robert
Frost once wrote: "Talking is making ideas, having thoughts of your
own is the primary freedom."
"I think all of us must become
vigilant," Jenkinson said. "All of us
must begin asking questions and doing all we can so that all of our
children can grow up in this society
having thoughts of their own."

Oct. 11 that he would become the chancellor of the
school. He said he would serve until Sept. 1,1986,
or untifa successor cpsld be found, according to
Randy Fitzgerald, director'Of the news bureau at
the university.
The Board of Trustees appointed a screening
committee and a selection committee. The screening committee considered all applicants and narrowed the field Of candidates for the selection committee.
Roush said the trustees hope to make a selection
later this spring.
Warren earned his bachelor's degree from thfc
University of Richmond and also has been a
member of the university's faculty.
He came to JMU in July 1984 from the University of Montevallo (Ala.), where he had been vice
president for academic affairs since 1978.
mi mil
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• No Closing Cost...
• 95% Financing...
• Two Bedrooms with a Split Bath
or...
Four Private Bedrooms with
2 Full Baths
•

All

Kitchen Appliances
including...
Microwave Oven
Washer & Dryer

• Roommate Locating Service.
• And Much Much More...
Plan II - Four Private Bedrooms
Two Full Baths
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If you plan to attend Summer School, call us
for information on Summer subleasing!
*

Units Available * Make Pali
Reservations Now!
Model OPEN Daily 2-6 p.m
or
call for an appointment

434*5150
_—_——■
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Poet tries to involve audience in reading
By Kevin Ropp

staff writer

Internationally known writer and
poet Gwendolyn Brooks said Friday
that she would try to involve the audience in her poetry while reading it.
"I'm not going to 'teach,' but try
to involve you with some of my
poetry, with love, life, loss, liberty,
lunacy and laceration," she said.
The" winner of the 1950 Pulitzer
Prize for Poetry for her book "Annie Allen," spoke to over 300
students and faculty in GraftonStovall Theatre as part of Black Emphasis Month.
Brooks began her reading with
two love poems: "When You Have
Forgotten Sunday" and "Shorthand Possible." She said the first
poem was "a young people's love
poem and the other an old people's
love poem."
"When You Have Forgotten Sunday" is one of her early poems expressive of experiences from her early years of marriage.
"Short-hand Possible" deals with
people who have been married for a
long time and know that a certain
measure of "short-hand" communication is possible.
She followed by reading some of
her other works such as "Art" and
"Building," which was written as a
celebration of the official opening of

an actual building.
Brooks wrote "The Young Who
Want to Die" after seeing a television show about a young couple who
didn't think anyone understood
them, so they killed themselves so
they could be together forever.
Brooks advised against this. "Stay
right here, and smile," she said. "If
you feel that your replies are
nothing, just nothing, no contribution whatsoever, take my word for it
that if you just smile at somebody
you will have done a good deed. This
is just a symbolic message to you.
You do much more of good in this
world than you might believe."
The next poem she read was "We
Real Cool," one of her better known
works. It has been published in
several anthologies and school textbooks but also has been banned in
some places, she said.
"It was banned here and there
chiefly because of the word 'jazz', I
understand, which was supposed to
be a sexual expression," Brooks
said.
"Most young people know me only by this poem," she said.
Brooks' work is often influenced
by events occurring around the
world. One such work is "The Near
Johannesburg Boy" which is based
on the problems faced by South
Africans in their fight for freedom.
It was based on a report she had

"I ordered
JMU ROCKS
and saved
one dollar
off the
retail price."

JMU ROCKS
12 Bands - 60 minutes
For only $5.50 if you
ORDER NOW
Send $5.50 per tape
along with your name, address
and phone number to:
Music Industry Association
Dept. of Music
Campus Mall

seen in which two boys met in the
street and one asked the other
"Have you been detained yet?"
She found this "rather alarming
as it meant that those children are
feeling that it is Justus natural to be
in prison as it is to play ball or,
whatever it is they do."
Brooks continued with one of her
most requested poems, "Sadie and
Maude." She then read one of her
children's poems, "The Tiger Who
Wore White Gloves," based on an
incident that occurred with her
daughter Nora.
"Nora, when she was about four
or five years old, came running into
the dining room one Halloween
wearing the tiger costume that we
had provided for her but she had added to it something we thought quite
remarkable; a pair of white gloves
with lacy cuffs. I had decided to
write a poem to celebrate this
event," she said.
This poem means "you are what
you are" and you've got a lot to be
proud of, she said.
Next Brooks read one of her sonnets, "Still Do I Keep My Look, My
Identity." She said she will probably
never write another because this "is
not a sonnet type of time. This is a
wild, rough, ragged, free-verse kind
of time."
The next poem she read was "Infirm," a poem not really dealing

Gwendolyn Brooks
with the physically handicapped but
with the fact that we are all handicapped in some way.
"Here is a poem based on the certain fact that every one of us is infirm, is handicapped in some way, in
some dimension. To some degree
maybe it's all human, but the handicap of some kind is still there.
Everybody here is infirm," she said.
Brooks said she read this poem to
a large group of handicapped
children at a school in Washington,
and a little boy in a wheel chair said
See POET page 7+-

James Madison University
Fine Arts Series
presents

MARK TWAIN ON TOUR
starring

Ken Richters
Compiled from the works of Mark Twain

Wednesday, March 26
8 p.m. Wilson Hall
Mr. Richters* appearance is part of the annual
JMU Festival of The Aits
.
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Students fear Carrier's departure
Students have started talking
about the possibility of losing
President Ronald Carrier to the
Center
for
Innovative
Technology.
Carrier said recently he is considering the position of head administrator at CIT. He ' may
release his decision on taking the
job this week.
"I think if he leaves now it
would be
a traumatic
experience," said junior AnnMarie Johnson.
It would be hard to find a new
president to take Carrier's place,
Johnson said.

"One advantage we have now
is he's very pro-student. We
might lose that with another
president."
Junior Beth Holsman said
JMU's progress would slow
down without Carrier. "I think a
lot of the recent progress we've
been seeing is».due to him and
we're going to suffer a setback if
he leaves," she said.
A new president may not
facilitate change as much as Carrier, according to sophomore
Doug Fisk. "He's done a lot for
this school," he said.
"He's kept it changing

throughout the time he's been
here. Whoever replaces him may
not be going as fast."
Sophomore Joe Harsel said
Carrier is "the best thing that's
happened to Madison," but the
university should not pressure
him to stay.
"With all the print we've been
getting lately, we might be able to
pick up a president from another
major university," he said.
Junior Mark Drinkard said if
Carrier wants to go, he should.
"I don't think it's good for us.
But if he decides to go, it's a
career move for him."

Why Rent
An Apartment
When You Can
Lease A
Condominium?

Events stress
alcohol
awareness
Drink Right Night and Beerfast
'86 were held last week to promote
increased alcohol awareness at JMU.
Anna Grady, an assistant director
of residence life, said Drink Right
Night, held Thursday in the Warren
Campus Center ballroom, was intended to "show students the effects
alcohol has on the body."
A breathalyzer test and a brake
reaction machine were available
throughout the evening to give
students an opportunity to test their
alcohol content the effect of alcohol
on their coordination.
"Choices," a videotape outlining
responsible drinking, and the movie
"Knowing When to Say When,"
were shown to encourage drinking in
moderation.
Participants in Beerfast '86 agreed
to refrain from all types of alcohol
consumption for 48 hours in exchange for sponsor's pledges. They
did not drink from Friday to Sunday.
"Our goal is to prove that JMU
students can have fun without
alcohol ," Grady said. "We are not
advocating a 'don't drink policy.'
We are asking that our university
community practice responsible
drinking."
Players, JM's and the Mystic Den
offered special reduced prices on
non-alcoholic beverages to help participants in Beerfast refrain from
drinking. There was also, a nonalcoholic party with the band Trade
Winds in Carber Hall Saturday.
Cash prizes were awarded to the
individuals and organizations who
collected the most pledge monev.
Beerfast '86 was supported by
Panhellenic Council, Interfraternity
Council, Interhall Council, the office of residence life and the Peer
Education Resource Center on
Alcohol.
Proceeds from the event will be
used to promote alcohol education
at JMU and to pay for the prizes.
— Scott Denoon

Poet

► (Continued from page 5)

You'll notice the difference. 2 & 3 Bedroom
Units featuring:
Fireplaces, Ceiling Fans, Luxurious Furnishings, Onsite
Laundry, Free Basic Cable, and Exclusive Sports Facilities.

MXNOR

CALL TODAY: 434-6166
Reservations now being taken
for 86 - 87 session
Singles Welcome Roommate Locating Service

Madison Manor e 1022 Blue Ridge Drive • Harnsonburg. VA 22801

to his teacher: "Now I feel better
about myself!"
She closed with two short
children's poems "Computer" and
"A Little Girl's Poem."
Brooks graduated from Wilson
Junior College in Chicago. She has
written over 15 books including
poetry and short stories, and has
been honored with over 40 honorary
doctoral degrees.
She also has been named Poet
Laureate of the state of Illinois.
She "is not only a humanitarian
but is also a mentor to many young
writers coming along,"said Dr.
Joanne Gabbin, associate professor
of English.
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Interested in being
a Transfer Guide?

Find out more:

Tues

Tues. March 25
5 p.m.
In the C.S.C. office

Animal Logic
PeterVogl

Wed

Accoustic guitar

Thurs

Sponsor Night
With DJ

Fri

TR3

Don't Miss The Martial Arts Event of 1986

* SATURDAY
MARCH 29, 1986

%
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THE 1st ANNUAL
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
KARATE OPEN

Jazz, Reggae, Rock

t

Sponsored by
JMU Karate Club

WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
If you have at least two
years of college left, you
can spend six weeks at our
Army ROTC Basic Camp
and earn approximately
$600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-Year
Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive an
officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.For
more information contact
your Professor of Military
Science.

EIGHT
PLACES
IN
EVERY
DIVISION
JAMES MADISON
UNIVERSITY
CONVOCATION
CENTER
HARRISONBURG,
VIRGINIA

1
RATED BY
KARATE
ILLUSTRATED
AND
KARATE
REVIEW

* * * SPECIAL * * *
KENDO DEMONSTRATION
Breaking

Sell
Defense

t

*:
Weapons
ij
Kata

Sparring

14
GRAND CHAMPION TROPHIES
•All Over 6 Feet Tall

For more Information call:
Master Manuel R.Agrella (301) 258-0415
Garry "Tl Chlng" Harvey (703) 269-6900

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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Students jump rope to help hearts
Phi Epsilon Kappa, a physical
education fraternity, sponsored its
fourth annual "Jump Rope for
Heart" to benefit the American
Heart Association Saturday from
noon to 3 p.m. in the Convocation
Center.
The 16 teams that participated
consisted of two to six members who
took turns jumping in groups or
alone. At least one member from
each group had to be jumpintcontinuously for three hours.
TP^
Each member collected donations
ranging from SO cent's to $2, said
Laura Tyler, Phi Epsilon Kappa's
publicity chairperson. "We hope to

raise $1,000. But we won't know
how much was actually raised until
Thursday."
During the event a raffle was held
for team members. Twenty-five area
merchants donated their gifts or services valuing up to $50.
T-shirts, watches, canvas bags,
sweatshirts and sweatpants were
awarded as incentives based upon
the amount of donations collected.
"A $30 cash prize will be given to the
team who raised the most money,"
Tyler said.
Brad Hiebert and Tom
MacAllistcr, two JMU senior DJ's,

volunteered to play music.
"This was the last time we're ever
going to DJ together so we offered
to do it for free because it was a neat
cause," Hiebert said.
This was the third jump-a-thon
for senior Adrienne Mentzer. "It's a
good way to keep in shape, a lot of
fun and your with your friends. The
music really helps too."
Most participants said they plan to
be back next year and that it would
be great to see more people involved.
Junior Amy Roos said, "It's a good
way to exercise your heart while your
helping support other people's
hearts too."
- Tracy Wilks

The Junior Class
presents
A Jail-A-Thon for the American Cancer Society

I fl I
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Imprison
a friend
$1.00 for 5 minutes

Keep a Prisoner
Captive:
25c a minute
$1.00 for 5 minutes

■ 11
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A Jail A Ihon lor the American Cancer Society

Monday & Tuesday March 24 & 25
10 a.m. • 2 p.m.
Back Patio • WCC

MONDAY
10:00 Amy Stinett- Zeta Tau Alpha
11:00 Sherry McGirl- Sophomore Class
Mike Stratzer- D.P.M.A.
11:30 Liz Vaughan • D.P.M.A.
11:45 Deedie Leppink- Sigma Kappa
12:00 Laurie Wiilamson- Alpha Sigma Tau
12:30 Les Queizaire- S.G.A.
Julie Sheehan- S.G.A.
Sande Wiles- Alpha Sigma Tau
1:00 Dr. Daniel- Dean of Students
Fr. Bill LaFrata- C.C.M.
Kathy Sayko- S.G.A.
Renee Trent- JMU Science Fiction
and Fantasy Guild
2:00 Kari Anderson- Panhellenic
Greg Gromada- S.G.A.

TUESDAY
10:00 Helen McNabb- S.G.A.
Mark Menfield- S.G.A.
10:30 Dr. Bolding- Director of Residence Life
Ms. Cline- English Dept.
11:00 Jenny McCask,II. Delta Gamma
Donna Crumpton- I.H.C.
Dr. Hyser- History Dept.
12:00 Nsimbi Buthelezi- S.G.A.
12:30 Melanie Knight- Sophomore Class
Greg Usiskin- S.G.A.
1:00 Mary Reed- Sigma Sigma Sigma
Mike Cuff- JMU Psychology Club
2:00 Dr. Ulanski- Geology Dept.

GARY CLARK WILL BE THERE 12:00 TUESDAY
$1.00 raffle to win a dinner w/Qary Clark «
Drawing March 31 4:30 • WCC

Symposium
to unearth
biology jobs
Beta Beta Beta, JMU's Biology
Honor Society, will sponsor its first
annual Biology Career Symposium
Tuesday afternoon.
Organized by Dr. James
Grimm, the event will focus on the
field of entomology, the study of insects, but will also cover virology
and pest control.
The symposium's purpose is to expose JMU's biology students to different fields of biological interest
and to emphasize alternative careers
in this area.
The event will consist of different
speakers every 15 minutes with a
question and answer period at the
end.
The speakers, who will be
representing private industries,
county and state universities, and
federal agencies, will discuss their
programs and projects. These
speakers will also visit biology
classes on Wednesday as a community service.
All speakers are recent graduates
of JMU with concentrations in entomology.
Grimm said, "Some of the former
students wanted to pay back to JMU
what they had done for them. We
felt that a symposium was the best
way, since many students have no
idea what it is really like in the real
world."
— Kenny Ho

ACE offers
scholarship
The Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs is accepting applications
for the 1986 American Enterprise
Scholarship.
Two awards will be given". The
primary recipient will receive $300
and the runner-up will receive $200.
The scholarship is open to all
students. Its purpose is to encourage
students to pursue education and entrepreneurial activities. Applicants
will be evaluated on acedemic merit
and a formal business proposal for a
new business venture.
Applications can be picked up at
the Center for Entrepreneurship in
the basement of Harrison Hall. The
deadline for applications is Friday,
March 28,1986. For more information call Dr. David Holt at 3TO
«*86334.
This scholarship is JMU's first
student-run scholarship. The awards
are funded through students' profits
on business ventures. In future
years, the scholarship may be offered through donations by area corporations.

•'
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SUMMER JOBS AT JMU
Summer Assistants
Orientation Assistants
May-Summer Session
Resident Advisors
fm ar application or more information, come by the
Office of Residence Life. Alumnae Hall. Room 102
Appiioatior Leadline Tuesday. April 1

HARRISONBURG HONDA
Congratulates this year's
soon to be college graduates

f/?/

As you enter the workplace,
we would like to assist you by making
the transition as easy as possible. If
you are considering transportation,
you may find that without credit
history, credit experience, and credit
references it may be difficult to obtain the car you want.

^

Jill Sihet Gtuk
country weekend

Every
Weekend
is Parent*

We can help with our
* New College Graduate Plan *
you can

Weekend
l-ri-Sat-Sun

1. Establish credit with major banks
2. Establish credit history and reference
3. Arrange payments to fit your situation

,_

(Hi

Hhmtfun

so.-«.« An wtaf <«•*• < • -■* A*tl0*

llanisfjnljur-g
Inn

#1 Product
#1 Service
#1 Price

•^

Stop in for your "How to get a job Guide"
Free while they fast

1C ' anv regular
III
rt xxn rate
^
la

■
-«•■

■•

•--.!

t . mi

.-

-

t^wi

433-1467
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Harrisonburg
Wc Treat
You Right Honda
DLR. 4078

patented UJM* cfcecj

Sheraton

llarrifefjntjurg Inn
.
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Art festival
accents humor
"Humor in the Arts" is the theme
for the Festival of the Arts celebration being held through Thursday
this week.
Festival guests are television/film
star Eve Arden, Metropolitan Opera
bass Jerome Hines, Russian clowns
Yury and Tanya Belov, artist/choreographer Remy Charlip
and actor Ken Richters as Mark
Twain.
Events include a national art exhibit in the Sawhill Gallery and a student art competition today on the
quad.
The competition, titled "Quad-rofunnia," will include the categories
of funny sidewalks, funny spaces
and funny people.
All festival events are free and
open to the public with the exception
of the Jerome Hines concert.

JMU Republicans
elect new officers
JMU College Republicans elected
new officers this month. The new officers are as follows: chairman, Randy See; first vice chairperson, Brett
Sheffield; second vice chairperson,
Susan Shakespeare; treasurer, Gina
Taylor; corresponding secretary,
Lisa Young; recording secretary.
Missy Buser.

Staff photo by Kevin Ropp

Seniors Christy Parker and Karl Kelley haul a cut
tree limb at the JMU arboretum. The arboretum is
a botanical study area being established on 25
acres of land behind the Convocation Center.
When completed, there will be forests, trails and

several types of plants and shrubs in the area.
Students volunteered to help work on the grounds
at the arboretum as part of Keep JMU Beautiful
Week.

Now Available...

vmwm®

TINTED SOFT CONTACT LENSES

,

Tinted soft contact lenses are not only comfortable,
but they also enhance or change the color of your
eyes. Tinted contact lenses are also easier to handle than clear contact lenses because they are
easier to see.
Call today for an appointment.

Dr. Kenneth L. Kisamore
Optometrist
Valley Mall 434-1030
bontact lens exam includes 6 months UNLIMITED follow up visits

* MIDWAY. MARKEr&»PELl V Delivery:, %%»
MARKET HOURS:

10am - Midnight (Sun- 11am)

DELIVERY HOURS:

£■•■•■•■•■•■•■■■•■•■•■•■•■
:

2 Hamburgers
only 99C
(Note: Minimum 6 hamburgers|
($2.97) for delivery orders if orderling "Special" only)

M.Tu.W.Th 5pm - 12am; Frl.Sat.Sun 2pm - 12am

•■•■•■•■■■■■•■•■•■•■•■•a*r

75* OFF
10" Midway
Monster

50* OFF
any 10"
Sub

Expires 4-6-86
No limit - No compounding

Expires 4-6-66
No limit - No compounding

—

■«

f»«

!•■■■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•

FREE COKE
■

(Reg / Diet)

& CHIPS
w/10" Sub
Expires 4-6-86
No limit - No compounding

£2
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classifieds
Help Wanted
Studenta ■ Earn Extra Money working
part-time around your busy schedule.
Join Avon - call for information. Ruth
Hochmelster, District Manager, 234-8404
No obligation.
Government Jobs tltJMMMMfrr. Now
hiring. Cell 805*87-6000, xR-5526, for current federal list.
$1250 Weekly Home-MalUng Program!
Guaranteed earnings. Start Immediately.
Free details. Rush stamped, selfaddressed envelope to: SLH, Drawer 575,
Thorsby, Alabama, 35171-OS7S.
Interested In working In a summer camp
with mentally retarded children & young
adults? Camp Shenadoah may be the
place. Ten weeks; salary, room, board.
Write or call for application or sign up for
interview on March 20. Camp
Shenadoah, Concord, Yellow Spring WV
26865, (304) 856-3404.
Excellent Income for part-time home
assembly work. For Info, call
312-741-8400, x411.
The Summer Job of a Lifetime: Work as a
counselor serving children & adults who
are physically and/or mentally disabled.
The Easter Seal Society of VA is seeking
college students
with a desire
to
challenge themselves, care for others, &
share the enjoyment of summer camp
with kids & adults. Positions also
available for those with background in
Speech Pathology. Camp is located near
Roanoke. For more information, write or
call Camp Easter Seal, PO Box 5496
Roanoke, VA 24012, (800)542-5900.
Early Childhood &/or Bus. Ad. Majors
needed to train parents in child development. Opportunities of location
unlimited. Growing company. Full or
part-time. Need self-motivated,
knowledgeable, enthusiastic person
Call (703)942-1353 after 1:00.

For Sale
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, x5090
Government Homes from $1 (U Repair),
Also delinquent tax property. Call (805)
667-6000, xGH-5526, for information.
Peavey Citation Amp Head, 160w, E/C.
$250. 433-9327 before 5:30 pm.
Need a Loft? With full lofts banned
you'll want to look at this one. Great
shape. $80. Call Mark or Brendan at
433-6965.
Townhouse In Country Club Court for
sale by owner. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
fireplace, appliances. $56,900. 433-2142!
9-5, Monday thru Friday.
Paugot 12-speed, like new, with
acces,$175. 3 pair new camouflage army
pants, $30 per pair. 433-5085.
$$Bargaln$$ Evening gown. Dusty pink,
off-the-shoulder. Ideal for banquets,
dances, other special occasions. Worn
only once. Size 9/10. $55 or best offer
Call 434-2359, Cheryl. Don't pass this up!

For Rent
Efficiency Apartment for rent starting In
May. $235 a month plus 1/3 electric
Close to campus. Call 433-6283 anytime.
8X10X12 Storage Units. $20/month, close
to campus. Call 433-8283.
Live In the "Greenhouse" this summer
Rooms from $75. Good deal, prime spot
why not? 434-2278. Call soon!
'
Madison Manor ■ Sublet May-August 3
bedroom, 2 bath, celling fans, A/C, pool
tennis courts, weight room. $360/month'
434-1881.
Rooms
for
Rent
•
Furnished
washer/dryer, A/C, woodstove heat. Very
nice house, walkable to campus. 4 male
spots available. Doubles $115/month.
Ted or Dave, 433-6754.

Student Housing • 4 BR house and 3 BR
apartment available for early May rental.
3 end 4 BR apartments available for late
August rental. All within walking
distance from campus. City inspected
J
and approved. 434-3509 after 5 pm.

r THE FAR SIPE

By GARY LARSON -1

2 Females Needed to share College Station condo beginning Fall, '86. Close to
campus. Reasonably priced. Call Sue
x5774.
Madison Square, completely furnished;
May a summer sessions. Call 433-1057.
Almost on Campus - One bedroom apartment on Dutchmill Court (behind
Hardae's). Water, trash pickup,
lawnmowlng provided. Carpeted, almost
new. No pets. Lease/deposit $235.
Rooms at the Daw-Drop-Inn. Unfurnished
with kitchen. 2 blocks from campus. 12
month lease. $110 month (Includes
utilities). Call 234-8247.
Apartment to sublet for May & Summer
session, 222 Campbell Street (4 blocks
from campus), private entrance, parking
facilities, $230/month includes all
utilities except phone & cable t.v., single
or double occupancy, completely furnished with private bath & kitchen
available 5/9/86. Call Debbie Yeagle
433-5557, or write PO Box 5202.
Get your summer housing Nowl Sub-let a
room at Forest Hills Townhouses
(female). Rent negotiable. Call Denise at
433-6379.
Summer Houaing. Huge furnished
master bedroom in Forest Hill. $95 or
best offer. Call Joel at 433-5371 or
Number 847.

Neither rain nor snow nor sleet nc
hail, they said, could stop the mail.
But they didn't figure on Rexbo

Lost and Found
Lost: A microphone with cable attached
in Godwin lot near bus stop. Urgently
needed. Reward! Call Claude x5542
Help Me!
Found: Blue denim jacket, size 38, Bud
Break '86 keys In pocket. Found at JM's
on Tues
.
day night of last week. Call
433-3948 for info.
$100 Reward for Information leading to
the return of my Pioneer stereo system,
Minolta camera equipment, & G.E. 19''
color console & cable box; 4/or the arrest
of the person(s) who stole it between
March 9 & March 14. Contact Officer
Fleming at the Harrisonburg Police Dept
or Jimmy Powers at 433-8243, 264 Can
trell Ave. To the person(s) who did this
You're lucky my cats are okay. You better
hope the police find you before I do
Paybacks are helll

Horizon Sure Tan is a Professional Tannng Salon. Best systems available and
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St
Free

Karate Lesson - No obligation
Student Rates). Open MonrJaJ
thru Thursday. 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman
8KF&
?5""*" St., 4th!loor
434-8824. We train Champions.
9al

Trout Fishing & Conservation Club
organizational meeting March 27, 7 pm,
Miller 101. Film & discussion. Questions
-■ call Joe, 433-0205.
Sigma Nu New Executive Council - Congratulations "to President Bobby
Houston, VP Joe Kiley, Recorder Alan
Augustine, Treasurer Steve Broaddus.

Personals
Congr.lul.tion,. It, »«ry Co.Hn lor

l"',T.';S„r JMU Bu»«"« Hlstonltt

Wanted
Wanted: Person to sublet for Summer
$80/month plus utilities. Own room 10
minute walk to campus. Call 434-2644.

Special thanks to Kelly Simons, Mark
Dunbar, & Amy Schueete for their help
with Keep JMU Beautiful Week. S.G.A. B.
&G.

£a^*T&-ft&lVi'

Hey SK • What an awesome Blue Jean
□all!
KCL • You may not know how to tune a
guitar^ but you sure know how to tuna
'ish. Bitch
Have a super March Birthday to SPE
brothers Greg Benham, Todd Brunette,
Lee Carter, Rod Compton, Dave DuVal,
Paul Ferguson, Scott Foster, Kyle Mills,
a Hunter Thomas. You're all fantastic
Love, the SPE Little Sisters.

2 Male Roommates Wanted next year at
College Station. Own room, 10 min walk
Please notify ASAP. Steve/Jim, 433-3212.

Support the American Cancer Society •
rut a friend In jail on the WCC patio between 10 am - 2 pm, Monday March 24, &
Tuesday, March 25.

Wanted: Female to share Chandler apartment for Fall semester. x7110.

bain

Services
Typing « Word Processing - Free
delivery, overnight service, & competitive
rates Call Kevin at 433-3147 after 5.
Typing • Letter quality printer; overnight
service; free pick-up, delivery, paper
$.75/page. Call Dave, 434-3545, after 6.
Need a resume that gets results? Call the
Thomas Eastland Company. Low fees
Call 8966617.
Typing/Word Processing (letter quality
printer). Call between 8 am & 8 pm. Donna Freeman, 289-9959.
Racket Stringing done on Campus. Tennis, racketball Call Brian, x5968.
Professional Typing
433-8015 after 1 pm.

Call

Kathy at

USSg

Q,t ln

»olved! Join UPB's Tlck«r r«„ ~
{- Pick up an .ppHeaVon'S^fej;

^^SaS^-^iF-

Vote In Harrison lobby onyVe5,J^880r
Thursday between fl/j Wed"esday or
Sun-protective Eye wear nm,
.d
latest in style.
' 0nly $5 ,or the

UMto S,,,0rt Get

"

P»yched for foot-

Put your favorite professor, friend, or
enemy in jail! $.25 a minute.
$1 for5.
Fundraiser for the American Cancer
society by the Junior Class Organlza
tion.
"
Do you know Bryan Wynn? He's the BSU
President Elect!
Do you know Bryan Wynn? He's the BSU
President Elect!
Do you know Bryan Wynn? He's the BSU
President Elect!
Do you know Bryan Wynn? He's the BSU
President Elect!
Do~you know Bryan Wynn? He's the BSU
President Elect!
Lat your opinion be known! Vote for the
students' Choice of the Most Outstanding Business Professor" this Wednesday or Thursday in Harrison.

r
re

Meat Department!

Laura Lee • Go back to Key West again the welcome back was a great way to
start the week! Enjoyed the "what Irs"
last week In Logan. Ours was a long shot
but worth It all. Stop smiling - you are
giving yourself away! Clao babyl
James
Madison
Orienteering
Club/Calhoun's Sponsor Night. Thursday, March 27,8:30 pm. Everyone Invited
to come & consume at special prices.
Attention TIM Partlers • It's all coming
down - Rich's daiquiris, "buugs,"
"Who's bringing down the cooler?,"
824's Mean Drinks, Meg's radar, Publlx,
Walgreens, Captain's Corner, Voyager bottle of wine?, Maureen's looks that kill,
Qulnns, Red Rover, Pyramids, Wrestling,
more oil? - finger licking good), "Nice
place to visit, but.. you know!! Take the
singing Job Buzz, Start with oil Don, Don't
dry your hair Missy, (WD?), Seen Marvin
lately Jim? Loved every minute, but Marriott wants their $56 -- & we know that's
Risky Business! I Meg & Mo
Better than a Hallmark • Send a Sigma
Kappa Birthday Gram. Call x5334 for
more Info.

BLOOM COUNTY
HCUO (MRS. WHACKtR. Ik YOUR
IWHR, sitve PALLAS PUMZ
excuse MY emARMU-.m
suffeRM mm M mesom
Hmov~eR..nemcHe.
/

HOW MRS. WHACm...
YOU Know YOVPIPNT
tmPER YOUR HUS0ANP.
YOVK JUST vrset..
NOW YOU
C0WUS€P.
JUSTUfflH

Jam$on Investment Club will be meeting
at 9 pm on Tuesday, March 25, in Room D
of the A.V. Center Meeting Rooms in the
library. This Is the 1st meeting since Spring Break, so please attend. JamSon is
making new highs everyday. Come & see
how much you have made or how much
you could have made had you been in
JamSon I
To the coolest Dudes • Poy, Ox, & Wheel Clean the dishes and take out the garbage, the beers on me. Sincerely, the
coolest roommate anyone could have,
Bam Bam.

»^.

Get a New Pair of Shades tor Spring! 8
styles & colors! Look for any AXP
Brother & get yours now!
Golcher Vulture • Bernardsville women
are out of control! Happy 19th, buddy!
Love ya, Mike.
So you think you're creative, huh? Sign
up to audition for the UPB design committee by 4 pm tomorrow.
Laura, Amy, Lubeth, Janet, & Christie Do you have a boat?, 2 for 1, UNC men,
Haagen-daaz, conch critters, & free dinners - Thanks for the memories! Key
Wester Woman
__
Stu Coleman's New Band. Worse than
ever it's Meat Department. Tuesday with
the Trl at the Mystic Den

General
Life Science Museum — Hours are Mondays
from 1-6 pm *nd Friday* from 11-3. All wtteom*.
Located In Burrusa. Room 10. Closed on University
holiday*.
Alpha CM RhO — Irsternlty oiler* escort service
to all woman Monday through Thursday lor 8-12 pm.
xSIOB.
JMU Video Network — watch u* work far YOU!
"JMU Today." followed by "Profile*", air* every
Wednesday at 2:30 and 8 pm on cable channel 8
Watch HI
Reading, Writing, A Math Labs — have
returned lo their office* In Keezell 108, xS401.

Attention Junior * Senior English Majors
— If you have a cumulative 8 English OPA ol 3.25 or
above, apply lo loin JMU'* chapter of Sigma Tau Delta,
the national English Honor Society. Pick up applies
lions from th* English Oapt. office or from Dr. Jean
Cash. Due March 27
Pell refund Checks — are available at th*
Cashier's Window, Wilson Hall, 8:30 am • 12 noon 11
pm - 3-J0 pm, Monday through Friday.
1986 Summer Intemshlpe — New York city &
Long Island. The National College Internship Service Is
now accepting applications tor Summer 1BS8 Internshipa. Plea** call or write for application malarial: National College Internship Service. 374 New York
Avenue. Huntlngton. New York. 11743. (SIS) 673-0*40

WtiMUt MonHki/: MfflW i4,'%tf, Wff 13

by Berke Breathed

NOW MN..P0N7YW WORRY...
WHAT W6R£ YOU
ALUtePV/
POINb ATTKHW THWWfi
Of m ALUM QmM INTO

YOV M-WMPeREP YOUR,
HUS3ANP. UM MITERS
ID /ME MP iu eer YOU
OVTOfTHIS MM..
NO fmut*.

tv\Rs, amue HUP geeN
Htmm HIS PIRTY SOCKS ON THS
HAU mum, srmtub ON w
(fUiwms MP cnuNb Me
' rune-ear." ANP LATHY ne 'p
KEN FORCING M TO MATCH
'PICK CLARK'S CCNSORCP
SLOOFtRS" i%RY PfitmV
FRIPAY NI6HT..

Cmer

CHOPftP LN6R!
WHACKITYWHflCK'

KR HN

NOW I ASK YOU,
MISTER PALLAS- WHAT
WOULPYWPOIFYOU
weRe tmwp TO
SUCH A IAAN f

W6U-

MID'M.
IHfiT'i WHAT
YOUPPO!
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Do something different - Send a SK Birthday Gram! Call x5334.
Vote for your choice of the Most Outstanding Business Professor on Wednesday
or Thursday in Harrison Hall lobby.
ASA Thanks for the B-B-Q Saturday.
ZTA
Free Karate Lesson • No obligation.
Halterman Karate Institute. Call
434-8824.
Racing on foot Is easy, but try
Wheelchair Races! Greeks, organizations, residence halls, Anyone - sponsor
a team for $10. Win prizes from local merchants^ All proceeds go to CoHope
Home. Wheelchair Races will be April 13.
More Information: Kelly, x4961.
Villa O-Women • Boat? You have a boat?
Get a real personality. Bar? Where? 2 for
1. How much for your woman? Boats
with no lights, marine patrol, & 120 dollar
dinners. It was great. C.

Kenny-Thanks! I had a great time. Gum-

Fall 1986 Schedule of Classes — win be

Colloquium — Mr. Jerome Hines will speak on
"Theory of Extra Numerical Information", Burrus* Hsll,
Room 12. 35 pm, Wednesday, March 28.

delivered to Residence Halls on Thursdsy evening.
March 27. Students can pick up copies from their Resident Advisors Commuter Students (Including
Presidential Apts.) csn pick up their schedules In ths
Commuter Student Olllc* beginning Monday. March
31. Special students & employees may obtain
schedules In Wilson 107 beginning Monday, March 31.
Post-baccalaureate 8 post-masters students may obtain schedules in Wilson 113 beginning Monday,
March 31. Schedules will be mailed to Graduate
Students. Extra schedules will be on sale for 1.14 In the
bookstore.
NDSL Checks — are available at the Cashiers
Window, Wilson Hall, 8:30 sm -12, & 13.30 pm, Monday
- Friday. Each recipient must sign the Promissory Note
to receive the NDSL check. Unsigned notes will ceuse
cancellation of the aid.

Events
Catholic Mass Schedule — Saturday: 5 pm,
WCC. Room D. Sunday: 11 am 8 5 pm, Phillips Center
Ballroom.
Walt Disney World — will be Interviewing for Its
Magic Kingdom College Progr«m lor »ummer » fall It
la designed primarily for advanced sophomores 8
luntors. Presentetlon on March 24 at 7:30 pm. Must
coma to the Career Planning 8 Placement Office to
sign-up and for more details

1986 Spring Recruiting Schedules

—

(Business. Industry, Government, & Graduate & Protesslonsl Schools) sre now available in the CP8P Office.
Check the Maater Schedule for additions 8 changes.

by??^
Thanks to Kelly Kirkpatrtck, Marietta
Daniel, & Beth Hoisman for being great
litterbugs. S.G.A. Buildings and Grounds
Committee
The S.G.A. Buildings & Grounds Committee would like to thank everyone who
helped clear paths to the arboretum.
Thanks to everyone for their support
Saturday with Keep JMU Beautiful Week.
To the person who turned In my 34 keys
on a key ring - Thanks for your honesty. I
owe you at least a six but that's not
enough. Your honesty saved my ass.
Thanks again.
Kristin Mclnnes • Congratulations on
your Initiation Into Zeta Tau Alpha.
Women's Basketball Team - Congratulations on an outstanding 85-86 season!!
Gloria

Pel Chi/Psychology Club Honors
Ceremony — win be new on April 9.7-9 pm, et the
Holiday Inn.
CCM - Holy Week — March 24-30. Monday,
March 24, Reconciliation Service, 7 pm; Thursday,
March 27, Holy Thursday Mas*. 7 pm; Friday, March 28,
Good Friday Service. 3 pm. All held in S. Ballroom
WCC. Saturday. March 29. Easter Vigil Mass. 8 pm In
Catholic Student Center with reception following. Sun
dey, March 30, Easter Sunday. 11 am. in PC Ballroom.
CPftP Special Program — Choosing 8 Changing a Major from 7-8 pm in Room A of the WCC.
Junior Orientation — to the Career Planning 8
Placement Office is next I

Don't be left squinting. Get a new pair of
shades!! 8 styles & colors!! They're hot!
Jourma Kaukonen April 3 at the Mystic
Den.
AXP presents for spring - Shades!! Don't
go without!
Bad covers, worse originals, & pseudo
political messages. It's Meat Department
Phony accents, bad wardrobe, & satire.
It's Meat Department.
Sweet Pea - Happy 20th birthday to the
most lovable & precious person in the
world. I love you so much. Mr. Hello Hello
Holly - Were you In Society Hill with Alec
Trebek? Well, balding Canadians get
great tans & who needs Sandy Sandman
anyway. See you at an Alligator Farm &
Swamp Fox Inn - bring Pepto Bismol. All
love, Doug, Harry, Mike, MM.

Meetings
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship —
meets every Thursday night at 7:00 pm. Moody Hall,
Blackwell Auditorium.
Cave Club — will be meeting in Jackson 1B every
Thursdsy at 7:30 pm.
Campus Crusade for Christ win meet every
Wednesday night at 7:30 on the Mezzanine in WCC. For
information, call Melissa or Karen at X5182.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes — meet*
every Sunday night at 8 pm. Mezzanine, Room D. All
present and former athletee are welcome! For more into, drop a line in Campus Mall to: FCA, PO Box L-2.
Grace Campus Ministries — -Celebration"
meets every Friday night st 7 30 In Room D, WCC Mez
zanine. Topic: dating, love, a merrlage. All welcome.

Wesley Foundation — Monday. March 24. r.x
pm, Bible Study, Jeanne Finley: Tuesday, March 25.
5:30 pm, "Physical Wsll Being", John Rader, Thursday,
March 27.8 pm. Nsw Life Singers, Wesley Foundation.
Thursdsy, March 27, 10 pm, "Maundy Thursday Communion;" Friday. March 28. 7:30 pm, Movie. "Ma*» Appeal"

Jamaon Investment Club — win meet Tuesday. March 25. at 9 pm In Room D of th* A V Center
Meeting Rooms In the library.

English Lecture — Tuesday. March 25. B pm.
Miller 101. Or David Wendekken of the Communication
Arts dept. will apeak on "All the President's Men "
Sponsored by Sigma Tsu Delta aa part of the freahman
reeding list series

Accounting Club — will meet Monday. March 24.
from 54 pm In Burruss 114. There will be a penal
discussion which will be helpful lor those planning iob
interviews, internships, i/or course elective! Anyone
intsrssted may attend

PSl Chi Meeting — Wednesday. March 28, from
5:30 ■ 7 pm In the Johnston Lounge. Elections for new
officers will be held.
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'Frank Burns' delights 'M*A
Article by Pam Wiley
Photos by Kevin Ropp

^^^/hen someone suggested lo
V WLarry Linville a year ago
that he speak on college
campuses, his initial reaction was
"That's stupid. Kissinger does
that."
Linville played the wimpy, incompetent surgeon Major Frank
Burns on the television series
"M«A*S*H," about an Army
. surgical hospital in the Korean War.
Linville, wearing khaki slacks, a
blue oxford shirt, navy pull-over
sweater and loafers, swaggered onto
the Wilson Hall auditorium stage
Friday night, seized the microphone
and uttered a short, smug Frank
Burns laugh.
Presented with a JMU sweatshirt,
he whipped the sweater off and tried
to put the sweatshirt on while
holding the microphone at the same
time, muttering "This is the smallest
damn shirt I've ever seen."
Sweatshirt on, Linville looked up
to face a full-house audience — all
wearing paper surgical caps which
had been handed out at the door.
"Oh, you guys."
Linville engaged in good-natured
banter with audience members who
greeted him with shouts of "Ferret
Face," "Needle Nose" and "Frank
Burns Eats Worms."
In reply to one young woman's cry
of "Fish Lips," he replied, "Fish
Lips? You come here." When she
hesitantly approached the stage, he
grabbed her face and gave her a very
solid and totally unexpected kiss, bringing the cheering audience to its
feet. "Still think so?" he asked as
she staggered back to her seat.
On a more serious note, Linville
told of. his career, or "How one
becomes a 20-year overnight
success." The graduate of the
University of Colorado and The
Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts in
London said, as a child, he wanted
to be a test pilot for NASA.
"I'd look up at the stars, and I
wanted to get as close to those damn
stars as I could. I wanted to be a
pilot for NASA. NASA didn't exist
then, but that didn't bother me."
He became interested in acting as
a teen-ager after joining his hieh
school's drama club to meet girls
"They were doing this Christmas
pageant - one of those things with
people going 'Look! A star in the
East. Let's follow it!' and they were
begging anyone in pants to be in it "
He played an innkeeper-in the
pageant he described as "•,
disaster."

Linville pursued an engineering
degree in aeronautics at the University of Colorado. His lifelong dream
of being a NASA test pilot was shattered when he failed his Air Force
physical because he was color blind.
About this time he also broke up
with his girlfriend. "And so I returned to the theater. And if you think I
am here tonight as the result of a
glandular problem, you're probably
right," he told a delighted audience.
Despite friends' suggestions that
he consider an acting career, Linville
said that did not appeal to him.
"You go to New York, and you
starve to death. What's the point?"
But on a whim, he sent an application to The Royal Academy of
Dramatic Arts in London and then
forgot about it. Much to his surprise, two weeks later a letter from
The Academy arrived, stating audi-

"Yes, I'm exactly //Mi
Lips wasn't bad, bi
best. And Alan Alda
the person you see

tions for three positions were being
held for "Colonials" in New York
City in two weeks.
Linville said he thought, "You
can't make up your mind. Let them
make up your mind for you," and
auditioned.
Not only was he judged
"suitable" for The Academy, he
also was judged the best of more
than 300 applicants and won a
scholarship.
After graduating from The
Academy, he returned to the United
States
to
perform
with
Shakespearean companies across the
country and appear on Broadway.
His work led him to Hollywood,
where he appeared on several television shows, including "Mannix,"
"Mission Impossible" and "Room
222." While working on "Room
222," he met producer Gene
Reynolds, who later became
M'A*S*H's producer.
The motion picture "M'A'S'H," ■**
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H' fans with inside story
^ased in 1969 by 20th Centuryt, was based on the novel by
fchaftl Hooker.
Jnville said the film was a
lendous success at a time when
fctnam was on everyone's mind. "I
Ink it gave people the right to
kgh and relieve a little of the tenfn everyone was feeling."
ifter the success of the movie,
>S set Reynolds to work producing
television series.
|'At the time, that was the kiss of
ath," Linville said. "No sucfcsful television series had ever been
»de of a successful motion

pure."
[Reynolds asked Linville to audi)n for the part of Frank Burns. "I
what I was taught at The
fcademy, which is to put human
Ihaviors in little boxes in your
lad. I went for 'nerd,' I went for

mFerret Face. Hot
she wasn't the
pretty much like
the screen."
— Larry Linville

pimp,' I went for 'schlepp.' I
imped those little boxes out on the
oor of my mind, and there was
ank Burns."
The first episode was broadcast on
Sunday night early in 1972, and
as listed in the ratings for that week
58th out of 60.
Linville said later in the season
|atings picked up, and the next year
BS scheduled the show to be aired
fter "All In The Family" on Monay night. " 'AH In The Family'
ave us 30 million viewers on a gold
latter. *M*A*S»H' was the only
how in the history of television that
er topped 'Monday Night Footall.' '•
More than 200 episodes of
M'A*S»H" were filmed, and
hen the show ended in 1984 a
rf*A*S»H exhibit was installed in
he Smithsonian.
Linville showed a 16-millimeter
film of an uncut episode of
M*A*S»H that was sent to

American troops in Vietnam.
He invited questions from the audience but first gave the answers to
the three he says are asked most.
"Yes, I'm exactly like Ferret Face.
Hot Lips wasn't bad, but she wasn't
the best. And Alan Alda is pretty
much like the person you see on the
screen."
He recounted an incident where
Alda tried to walk through an airport without being recognized. "He
walked right by me and kept on going, so I grabbed the arm of the
woman behind me and yelled, 'My
God, Martha! There goes
Hawkeye!' I got to my plane all
right."
Someone asked about' the episode
in which Lt. Col. Henry Blake,
played by McLean Stevenson, was
discharged from the Army but is killed when his plane home is shot
down.
Linville said that episode was one
of the most emotionally charged
because the cast members did not
know how it would end until the
night it was filmed. "We were stunned. And you should have seen
McLean's face. What you see there
isn't acting. It was real. We were crying like a bunch of babies."
Another person asked how much
of the show was ad-libbed. Linville
said little of the show varied from
the script, but some impromptu lines
made their way into the final product. "The rest are mostly X-rated.
They're on a secret film in a vault at
20th Century-Fox, and they'll be
seen when we're all dead."
"What was really in the still?"
one audience member asked.
Linville said the homemade still in
the Swamp contained only water.
"Are you kidding? After 27 takes,
you wouldn't be able to move for a
week. But I will say one thing about
the still," he said, lowering his voice
confidentially. "It works!"
When asked if he" has a favorite
Frank Burns line from all the
episodes, Linville said his favorite
comes from a scene in the operating
room where his character bec&mes
irritated at Hawkeye and Trapper
John, played by Wayne Rogers.
"Boy, you guys really think
you're something," he snapped in
the classic Frank Burns voice.
"Well, other people do not, and
you're going to find that out one of
these days. And I just hope you're
there when you do!"

Larry Linville, who played Frank Burns on "M*A*S*H," told a Wilson Hall
audience how he became "a 20-year overnight success."

•
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Art review

Artist blends old and new in collages
A visual display utilizing old and
new techniques to trigger mental interpretation is on display through
April 5 in Zirkle House's New Image
Gallery. Kim Mosley, experimenting
with hand-painted cibachrome collages, creates an interesting viewing
experience.
Picasso often used grossly exaggerated human forms to illustrate
the soul of man instead of his
physical aspect. Mosley uses a
similar method of expression but
adds a new dimension combining
photography with etching and handpainting. She creates highly personalized art.
In one collage, figures gather in a
hand-painted bathtub; a performer
sings into a fixture. A communal atmosphere predominates re-enacting
the rebellion and socialism of the
'60s.
Another collage is derived from
fashion. Magazine covers, "For
Sale" signs and racks of clothes are
the underlying elements, but Mosley
focuses on the people in the collage.
Fashion is less material and more an

intangible frenzy of emotion.
Emotion is the key to Mosley's
work. She uses a mixed-media
method that, under average hands,
could prove confusing and
distasteful. Mosley's work usually
achieves a balance between these
conflicting art forms. But as with
any beginning technique, a few flaws
have not yet been corrected.
One collage presents a very
unclear and undefinable message.
Using symbolic drawing, an animal
image and colorful painting, Mosley
offers the audience a touching scene
of two women lovers lying together.
The underlying photo is obscure.
Why is the picture necessary if the
collage is not discernable as. a whole?
The lightness and darkness of the
photos produce problems. Is the
photography over or under
developed, or "is there an intention
behind the lightness and darkness?
Mosley's most interesting works
are her human portrayals, but these
images could be clearer. An artist
can lose his audience when reaching
into the depths of his soul for expression. Mosley approaches this point

in some of her works.
In the collage of a grandmother
knitting, the self-expression reaches
into the audience members' sensibilities; social significance and
emotional harmony meet each other.
The product of the elderly woman's
craft is a boy and a girl. The knitting
is done in a moving vehicle. Mosley's
point — through the passage of time
our elders "knit" us, constructing
our values and providing influence
— is well-executed.
Mosley's clearest piece shows two
lovers on a blanket that is hanging

from a line. The graphic subject
matter is tempered with symbols and
color.
Overall Mosley's work appeals to
the viewer's emotional sides. Her images of children, family, lovemaking and personal interests are
touching because of their familiarity. The beauty of her artwork lies in
the mental interpretation of the
visual abstractions.
The New Image Gallery is open
noon-4 p.m. Monday-Thursday and
noon-5 p.m. Saturday.
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JMU's dream season ends
Hilltopper experience proves costly to Dukes
By Rob Washburn
staff writer
Just like in the fairy tale, the clock
finally struck midnight for the
Cinderella JMU women's basketball
team.
Plagued by a case of tournament
jitters, the Dukes fell to fifth-ranked
Western Kentucky 72-51 in the
Eastern Regional semifinals Thursday in Philadelphia.
"We would have certainly liked to
perform better," JMU head coach

Shelia Moorman said. "A lot of it
(was due to nerves). This was a big
jump for our kids."
The Hilltoppers were last year's
Cinderella team in the NCAA tournament, reaching the Final Four
after defeating top-seeded Texas.
Their year of post-season play may
have been the difference in the game.
"I thought in the first five minutes
of the game, our tournament experience really showed," WKU
coach Paul Sanderford said. "We

Staff photo by Ming Leong

JMU's Betsy Wltman tries to put a shot past Western Kentucky's
Lillie Mason (32) in the Dukes' 72-51 loss.

felt we needed to establish our game
early and we felt that James
Madison might be a little intimidated, simply because it was
their first regional tournament."
Making their first-ever NCAA appearance, JMU had shown very few
signs of nervousness in defeating
sixth-ranked Virginia in the second
round. But Moorman said there was
a big difference between playing an
in-state rival 50 miles away, and an
unfamiliar team nearly 300 miles
away.
"Beating Virginia was different,"
Moorman said. "We play them
every year. Our kids are challenged
and motivated to play them. All we
have to do is get on the bus and ride
over the mountains."
Western jumped out to a 19-2 lead
in the first eight minutes of the game
against a shaky JMU offense. The
Dukes only basket during that span
came on a Missy Dudley jumper at
the 15:37 mark, and during the
stretch JMU hit only one of 15 shots
while turning the ball over six times.
"Their defense was swarming,"
Dudley said. "We haven't seen
defense like that all season."
The Dukes were finally able to get
untracked midway through the half.
JMU went on a 11-2 run to close the
gap to 21-13 with 5:27 remaining,
but foul trouble helped put a halt to
the rally.
JMU guards Donna Budd and Flo
Jackson picked,up their third fouls
within two minutes of each other,
Jackson's coming last at the .5:09
mark. In need of an experienced
ballhandler against the tough
Hilltopper defense, Moorman
gambled by putting Budd back into
the game for the final five minutes.
But the move backfired, when Budd
picked up her fourth foul with :43
left in the first half.
Jackson felt the officials were
quick in calling fouls, saying that only two of her five fouls were deserving of a whistle.
"The refs didn't let us get physical
enough," Jackson said. "We're a
physical-type team and we had to
play cautious. They blew the whistle
every time we touched them. We
don't push people around, but they
wouldn't let us do anything."
With the Dukes in foul trouble,
Western was able to build their lead
back to 13 by halftime. Along with

the foul difftcuties, JMU managed
to connect on only 26.9 percent of its
shots from the floor in the first half
and 34.5 percent for the game,
marking its lowest field goal percentage of the season.
In the second half, the Dukes only
made one serious challenge at the
Toppers. After falling behind by 20
with 16:45 to play, JMU ran off
eight unanswered points and forced
a Western timeout.
But the Dukes could get no closer
the rest of the way, mostly because
of the play of Toppers' forward
Lillie Mason. The 6-foot-2 Mason
dominated the game on both ends of
the floor, leading her team in scoring
with 18 points, rebounds with eight
and blocked shots with five.
"We couldn't do anything with
her," Moorman said. "She's a great
athlete. We didn't have anyone who
could guard her one-on-one and our
help wasn't that good."
■

I hope they're going to use this as
a stepping stone.
... It's going to
serve us well for
the future."
ti

—Shelia Moorman
Alisa Harris led JMU with 14
points, and Dudley came off the
bench to add 13 points and a teamhigh nine rebounds.
JMU (28-4) will now look forward
to next season when they return 11
of their 12 players and will know
what its like to play in the NCAA
tournament.
"I hope they're going to use this
as a stepping stone," Moorman said.
"It's invaluable to us. There is
nothing we could have done that
would have given us similar experience. It's going to serve us well
for the future."
Dudley added, "We played hard,
but we lost to a great team. We're
definitely psyched for next year. I
think we'll know more what to expect."
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JMU's Mark Brockell tags out a St. Joseph's runner in the Dukes 13-6 win over the Hawks. The Dukes have won six straight and their record
now stands at 11-4.

Post six-game win streak

"A

JMU sweeps St. Joseph's series
By Greg McCormick
staff writer

A seventh-inning triple by Scott
Mackie broke open a one-run game
as JMU went on to defeat St.
Joseph's 13-6 at Long Field Sunday.
The win extended the Dukes' win
streak to six games and improved
their record to 11-4.
Before Sunday's victory, JMU
took two from the Hawks on Saturday, 5-1 and 16-1. They crushed
Liberty University on Friday 17-3,
Towson State 9-2 Thursday and last
Wednesday defeated VMI in Lexington 13-6.
JMU was up 7-6 in the seventh
before loading the bases with two
out. Rod Boddie and Mark Brockell
had singled and Rich Bralley walked
to set the stage for Mackie.
The bases-clearing triple gave the
Dukes a 10-6 lead. Then, with catcher Robert Trumbo at the plate,
Mackie stole home to give JMU a
five-run advantage.
While coach Brad Babcock gave
the go-ahead for the steal, when to
try was Mackie's decision.
"He (Babcock) said 'If you can
get it, go,'" Mackie said.
Second baseman Mike Mathews
drove in the final JMU runs with a
two-run single.
Mackie's performance Sunday
culminated what has been a solid
week for the sophomore outfielder,
i In the past six games, Mackie has
raised his average from .227 to .310,
including his first home run (against
VMI).
"I'm relaxing a bit more (at the
plate)," Mackie said, "hanging back
on the curve ball. I'm getting good
pitches to hit."

Stranding teammantes on base has
been a concern as well for Mackie.
"I had been leaving runners on
base," Mackie said, "I'm happy to
be getting some hits in the clutch."
In Saturday's first game, JMU
was down 1-0 going into the sixth
before scoring five times in the inning for the win.
Trumbo's bases-clearing double
provided the margin of victory.
Junior Bobby Ivanicki picked up the
complete-game victory.
In the nightcap, the Dukes were
up 16-0 before a lone Hawk run in
the seventh spoiled the shutout.
Junior Tim Layn improved to 2-0,
with relief from junior Joe
Macavage.
A key in JMU's victories all week
has been solid pitching. On Wednesday, Mike Stout went all the way
against the Keydets. Junior Kevin
White held Towson to only three hits
and freshman Dana Allison picked
up a complete-game win over Liberty on Friday.
"We're just starting to throw
strikes," said piching coach Ray
Heatwole. "Since Wednesday, our
percentage of being ahead of hitters
has gone up considerably.
Heatwole noted that against VMI,
Stout was ahead of 35 of the 40
Keydets he faced. Heatwole has also
been responsible for Macavage's recent success.
"Macavage has improved since we
changed his delivery," Heatwole
said. Macavage is using a sidearm
delivery now instead of an overhand
one.
In his two innings of relief Saturday afternoon, Macavage gave up
only one hit and walked two.

White's performance against
Towson, in which he allowed only
three hits, Heatwole called
"something we've been waiting
for."
Heatwole is also monitoring the
progress of Mike Linskey, who is
recovering from an arm injury he
suffered in Florida. Linskey pitched
two innings against the Hawks Sun-

day, giving up one hit and no runs.
"Linskey threw to work him back
into it (the rotation)," said Heatwole. "We can't just throw him
back in."
After traveling to Towson State,
JMU returns home for a five game
stretch, beginning with VMI on
Wednesday.
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Tennis
Injuries hinder men's quest for consistency
By Dean Hybl
staff writer

It has been a season of ups and
downs for the JMU men's tennis
team.
After winning two of its first three
matches this spring, the team has
been hurt by a rash of injuries. JMU
was then defeated in six of eight matches, but rebounded to defeat
George Mason 6-3 and Lehigh 5-4
this weekend..
One major reason for the 6-7
record is that Rob Smith, last
semester's number one player, has
yet to play a match because of tendinitis in the right shoulder rotator
cuff. Smith has been practicing lightly, but does not know when he will
return to the lineup.
In addition, Carl Bell (shoulder)
and Robert Bell (pulled stomach
muscle) have been hampered by injuries and junior Keith Ciocco will
not play this semester because of a
neck injury.
This spring the team has lost four
matches by one point. Coach Jack
Arbogast said the team is "one solid
player short" and the return of
Smith should help the team win
more close ones. Because of the injury situation, Arbogast said the
team "has to play near perfect tennis
to win, because of the depth we
have."
One pleasant surprise for this
year's team has been the resurgence
)f senior Robert Bell. Because of the
Jnjury situation. Bell has seen his
Jfirst extended action since his
sophomore year. He has responded
with a 10-2 record, playing primarily
number five singles.
' He attributed his success to being

"relaxed on the court and having
lots of confidence." Arbogast said
of Bell, "Incredible. He is a true guts
and courage story."
Because of the pulled stomach
muscle, Bell was forced to alter his
game. "He won several matches
without an overhand serve (because)
injury forced him to serve the ball
dnderhanded," Arbogast said. "He
is a terrific example to teammates,
hurt yet fighting and scrapping for
every point."
Another bright spot has been the
consistent play of sophomore Sonny
Dearth. After losing in the season
opener against Temple, Dearth ran
off nine consecutive victories on his
way to a 10-3 season record.
"Last semester I didn't get into
the groove," Dearth said. "This
semester, after winning matches on
the spring trip, I gained confidence
and that is reflected in my play
now."
Arbogast has been constantly
changing his well-balanced lineup.
Freshman Lee Bell started the
semester at number one singles but is
now playing number two since
Dearth temporarily has emerged as
the top player. "In the spring we are
constantly moving around," Dearth
said. "I have to win to remain at
number one."
V^ Though the team has had a tough
semester thus far, junior captain
Gary Shendell is optimistic about the
rest of the season. "The team is just
starting to play together," he said.
"We at first worked to get our individual games going, but we now
are helping each other and playing
better as a whole."
See TENNIS page 22 ►
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Recruiting bonanza key to women's future
By Sonny Dearth
staff writer

The foundation is in place.
JMU's women's tennis program
has just taken out a four-year lease
on success. By recruiting the best
freshman class in JMU history, head
coach Maria Malerba has overcome
the loss of last year's starters to be
one of the top teams in the state and
the eastern region.
"I have four freshmen in the top
six," Malerba said. "Losing Kathy
(Jutras) and Michele (Stephenitch)
who were last year's number five and
six players hurt us." Jutras and
Stephenitch still attend JMU, but are
no longer on the team.
Freshman Chris Gillies, a former
Winchester, England native now living in New Jersey, holds down the
number one singles position with a

strong baseline game.
"It's tough for anyone, especially
a freshman, to come in and play
number one," Malerba said. "I
think Chris was 19-5 in the fall. She
only lost to good players. She should
be ranked in the top 100 players in
the nation (in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Coaches of America poll)."
Another key to the Dukes' future
is their number three player,
freshman Wendy Gross. Gross is a
native of Mercer Island, Washington
and came to JMU for its telecommunications and tennis programs.
"She really did some research on
her major last year. Her father
broadcasts for the Seattle
Seahawks," Malerba said. "She
flew out here and really liked the
school. We don't get a whole lot of
letters from the West Coast."
Freshmen " Tina Moore and

newcomer Cathy Cox hold down the
number five and six spots respectively. Each struggled a bit on the spring
trip, posting 1-5 singles records.
Junior Terri Gaskill and senior Ingrid Hetz are the top returnees from
a year ago. Last year they were the
team's top two players, but now play
number two and number four,
respectively.
"It took her (Gaskill) a little while
to adjust to being below number
one, but she's had the better wins
sometimes (between her and
Gillies)," Malerba said.
Hetz played third in the fall,
recording a 19-4 mark. "She won a
lot of tournaments and was probably
the second or third best number
three player in the region," Malerba
said.
Doubles has been a strong spot for
the Dukes this season, especially at

the top two slots. Gilles and Hetz,
who had a 4-2 record on the spring
trip, play the top spot.
"They were ranked 20th in the nation in the last poll," Malerba said,
"the highest JMU ranking ever."
It will be difficult, however, for
that tandem to make the NCAA
doubles tournament because only
two teams from the region get bids
and Gilles and Hetz "are probably
fourth in the region," Malerba said.
At second doubles, Gross and
Gaskill combined for a 6-0 record on
the spring trip. "They have really
good court sense; they know where
they should be every time the ball is
hit."
The Dukes' major goal is to do
better in the CAA tournament this
year. JMU's main competition will
come from defending champion
Richmond and William and Mary.
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Women's track takes six firsts in JMU meet
By Scott Denoon
staff writer

The JMU women's track team
opened its outdoor season by posting
six first-place finishes Saturday in
the JMU Invitational.
"Overall we did an excellent
job,"said JMU women's track
coach Gwen Harris. "We made the
transition from indoors to outdoors
fairly well."
The Dukes' sprinters had strong
performances on the day with a victory by Patricia Mebane (12.42) in
the 100-meter dash and a sweep of
the 200-meter dash by Rhonda
Mason (25.38), Vevette DeVance
(26.20) and Nicole Deskins (26.72).
"Our sprinters did a good job,"
Harris said. "We've worked pretty
hard with them."
The relays were another bright
spot for the Dukes, as the'team of
DeVance, Mason, Mebane and
freshman Debbie Walker were victorious in the mile relay with a time
of 3:58.18. In the 400-meter relay the
team of DeVance, Mason, Mebane
and Deskins coasted to victory in
48.44.
Harris is optimistic about the
future of these two teams and feels
they will have a chance to set new
school records this season.
JMU also had impressive show-

ings from Walker, with a second
place finish in the 400-meter dash,
and from Teren Block, who finished
second and third respectively in the
5,000 and 3,000-meter runs.
In the field events the Dukes were
paced by the duo of Laurie Johnson
and Sarah Simon. Johnson took first
place in the hammer throw with a
toss of 92'4 1/2", while Simon placed second in both the shot put and
discus with throws of 38'2" and
126' 1" respectively.
JMU's Gina Progar also had a
good outing, taking first place in the

high jump competiton with a winning height of 5'2". In addition, Progar leaped 17*2" to finish second in
the long jump. "Gina's goal is the
ECAC's," Harris said. "I think
she's going to be up there."
Harris is excited about her team's
season outlook. "We have some individuals who can do some
damage," she said. "Our goal is the
ECAC's. We want to qualify, go
there, and we want people to know
we're there."
Other schools in the JMU Invitational were Cortland (N.Y.), Duke,

Mr. Chips

Eastern Mennonite, Indiana (Pa.),
Liberty, and Navy.
The team's next home meet is
scheduled for Saturday, April 12 at
JMU Stadium.
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Women's lacrosse team
loses to Penn State, 16-6
By Paul Bergeron

staff writer

JMU's women's lacrosse team lost
its first game of the season 16-6
Saturday to Penn State.
The Dukes, who opened the
season Thursday with a 9-4 win
against Old Dominion, fell to 1-1 on
the year.
The Nittany Lions, playing their
first game of the season, were ranked second in the nation in Lacrosse
magazine's pre-season poll.
After recovering from first half
offensive difficulties, Penn State
managed to outscore JMU 9-1 in the
second half.
The game was tied five times in the
first half. JMU forced the Lions to
panic after taking a 5-4 lead early in
the game, according to Penn State
coach Susan Scheetz.
"We were a little rusty in the early
going because we hadn't played
under game conditions thus far,"
Scheetz said. "They came right at us
and forced us to rush everything on
offense."
But late 1n the first halfi with the
score tied at five, Penn State
regrouped. Two goals before intermission gave Penn State a 7-5 lead at
the break.
"Those two goals were just what
we needed. They settled us down in

our execution," Scheetz said.
JMU head coach Dee McDonough
also felt the swing in the pace of the
game.
"After they got some quick goals
we tried to play at their pace,"
McDonough said. "They were running a fast set-up with give-and-go's
and we don't have the experience to
run that yet. We wanted more control with the ball, instead we let them
set the pace."
Diane Buch, who last year set a
freshman scoring mark with 38
goals, scored three goals to lead
JMU.
With 9:37 left in the game,
however, she aggravated her knee
and was forced to watch the rest of
the game from the sidelines.
Buch had torn cartilage in her
knee last fall during the field hockey
season and had arthroscopic surgery
done. JMU's offense never
recovered as Penn State scored the
last seven goals in the game.
She will also miss Tuesday's game
at Lynchburg, but could possibly be
ready for this Thursday's contest at
the University of Delaware.
Ann Marie Vesco led Penn State
with three goals as the Nittany Lions
improved their all-time record
against JMU to 7-0.

SPAIN
THREE WEEK TRAVEL STUDY
MAY 14-JUNE 2, 1986 3 CREDIT HOURS
Be introduced to the various aspects'of Spanish
culture-the people, language and history of Spain.
Participants will visit thirteen Spanish, cities, including five days in Madrid, and will stay in four-star
hotels which are among the finest in Spain. For a
complete itinerary and additional information, Contact Carmenza Kline, Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures. Ext.6327 or 6128.

Staff photo by Patrick Dennis

JMU's Brigid Baroody maneuvers her way around the Penn State
defense for a shot in Sunday's 16-6 loss to the Nittany Lions.

Pre-Easter Sale
1 Pair of Shoes $25
Select Boots $35
and under

14 E. Water St.
434-4466

LOTS OF NEW SPRING STYLES
Now in stock,
fun cotton clothing
Good through March 29

tMIPWhY.MARKEr&»PELI V Delivery:, gag/,
MARKET HOURS: 10am - Midnight (Sun- 11am)

Special
ALL WEEK

2 Hamburgers
Only 99C
Note: Minimum 6 hamburgers
($2.97) for delivery orders if ordering "Special" only.

DELIVERY HOURS:

THROUGH WED.*
Busch 12pk
$4.29
Natural Lt. 12pk
$4.29
Moosehead
:.$3.39
Bud(Reg/Lt)btls
$2.69
Mtn Crest (Canadian).. .$2.49
Michelob (Reg/Lt)
$2.88
Canada Dry Ginger Ale
21
Coke

<

$109

• In store prices only - Delivery prices
may vary

M.Tu.W.Th 5pm - 12am; Frl.Sat.Sun 2pm - 12am

FREE COKE
OR SPRITE

50* OFF
any 10" Sub

(Reg /Diet)

& CHIPS
w/10" Sub
Expires 4-6-86
No limit - No compounding

*£

Expires 4-6-86
No limit • No compounding

o
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©WeKeepYou

Revvin'

1435 S. Main St. Harrisonburg, Va.
OPEN
24
HOURS
FOR
YOUR
CONVENIENCE
JMU checks welcomed

BUDWEISER &
BUDWEISER LT.

PEPSI
PRODUCTS
*

A

$1.99
6 pack-16 oz NRB

Staff photo by K«vln Ropp

—

JMU rugby player Jim Adams tries to break a tackle in the
Dukes' 12-9 win over the University of Maryland in the regional
wild card game of the cast Coast Rugby tournament. Maryland
was ranked second in the nation last season. JMU will now
travel to Annapolis for the first round of the four-team regional
tournament.

Tennis
►• (continued from page 19)

One player who seems to have gotten his game together is freshman
Carl Bell. After a tough start and a
battle with injury, he has been playing consistently the past two weeks,
including victories in his last seven
matches.
"Carl has really come on. He's

starting to play with a lot of confidence," Arbogast said.
The Dukes continue their homestand this week. Today they host
CAA rival Richmond at 2 p.m. at
the Godwin Hall courts. JMU will
also face Evansville (Ind.) Tuesday
at 3 p.m. and R ad ford Thursday at 2
p.m.

HEE HEPBKT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

*

GOLF — The fee for use of
Lakeview Golf Course is now $2
with student ID. A clinic will be
held March 29 at 11 a.m. in Godwin 135. Bring equipment.
AEROBICS — Try outs for
aerobics instructor for the summer
and 1986-87 will be held April 13 in
Godwin Hall 217. All candidates
must fill out an application in
Godwin 213 by March 31.
EMPLOYMENT — Recreational
workers (issue and weight room)

■■M

Fresh grilled
HOT DOGS

2/$1.19

Trapped
s

i

and lifeguards needed for entire
summer and for fall 1986. Apply in
Godwin 213.
ACTIVITIES
TRACK AND FIELD - Sign up in
gym April 6. Event will be held
same day.
WEIGHTLIFTING - Sign up for
competition on second floor
bulletin board by March 26.
WRESTLING — Sign up March
31 in locker room. Event will be
held same day.

$2.89
6 pk.-12 oz. cans
Must have proper I.D. to purchase beer

LA YOGURT

3/990
6oz.

Chili & cheese
FREE

OLD
MILWAUKEE
COCA COLA
&OLD
MILWAUKEE LT. PRODUCTS

$4.29

99$

12 pk.-12 oz. cans
Must have proper I.D. to purchase beer

wLARGE

2 liter

/{VALUABLE COUPON''

JMU
WATCHES

SLURPEE

25$

■

16 oz. I

Limit one per coupon. Valid
only at S. Main 7-Eleven. Expires March 31, 1986.

$5.95
Mens and ladies
1 yr. guarantee on
movement

v/JVALUABLE COUPON}

Prices and offers only good at following location
U35 South Main Street, Harrisonburg Va

""""""Q™ ""»"««» March 31 i cm"
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS'
FREE.

I INTRODUCING^

VIDEO

n

PEESONALS

UP TO 10 SK. ON TV.
FREEH

•for more info:
Jf»U TELEVISION
PRODUCTION ^

VIDEO

erwoRK

31 Miller Circle
Phone: 433-2300
22 Terri Dr.
Phone:433-3111

Off!
$1.00 off any size 1-item
or more pizza. One
coupon per pizza. Not
good with any other offer.
Expires: 4/30/86

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
e '985 Domino s Plin Inc

*2

Off!
$2.00 off any large 1-item
or more pizza. One
coupon per pizza. Not
good with any other offer.
Fxpires: 4/30/86

Name

Name

Address

Address

THE
NEW

This coupon good at

TRAVEL
COUNSELLORS, INC.
I for $150 off "a ticket*
Europe!

I Bring it to Travel Counsellors before
April 15 for travel through Sept. 15,
1986

mux
Lowenbrau or Michelob: Six 12 oz.
bottles
Deli Cooked Ham

Travel Counsellors, Inc.
435 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va 22801

$2.66

703-434-1796

$1.99/lb.

Premium Saltines: 16 oz. box

99$

Empress Tuna: 6.5 oz

59c

Tropicana Orange Juice: 64 oz.
carton
Cole Slaw or Potato Salad

"Since some restrictions apply, see your TCI
•gent lor details and conditions.

TIME FOR A
RESUME.

$1.19
79$/lb.

2literCoke

$1.09

Oreo Cookies: 20 oz. package

$1.99

Red Ripe Watermelon

Kinko's can help you ^
prepare for your future. We
have a wide range of papers
and envelopes to give your
resume the professional
look it deserves.

kinko's
1010 South Main
Next to Wampler Theatre
433-9287

29c/lb.

Pen Supreme Ice Cream: 2Vz gallon
carton
$5.00
Easter Corsage
f^3JH COUPON

GQ>i

ALL VAWlTltS

AtP GRADf A

Betty Crocker
Cake Mix

Eggs

18oz
box

39*.

^#^# COUPON

ITSTOTTTM^^WJW

1
.tnnTONi coo**""
* '• -----.*
0< $S DO 0« ■«»•• r'OOD '••*' t>** «*■« ^ '»^ j

Send a
personal.

:.. $1.99

f^QIf COUPON

COUPON' J
REGULAR OR UNSAIIED

Large

29°

WITH

COUPON

• o»«* IOUPONONC e(»P«l*l« #t'H i
o» » ooo« worn c"X> 'H«US»I M»»C»- J« <•■«

85 Carlton St. Harrisonburg

to

1 ,b

A&P
Butter
k

° Mng

1:

Mail $1 for every 10
words to
The Breeze, f nthonySeeger Hall.
Deadline is noon Tuesday for Thursday issues
and noon Friday for Monday issues.

<..
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viewpoint
Election mess

J.R. Rose

For the second year in a row, the SGA elections will be conducted
in a pitifully short time frame. We think it is time to change the election by-laws to ensure that future elections will have sufficient time
for campaigning and publicity.
The election by-laws state that the annual election of the SGA's top
officers is to be held on the first Tuesday of April. The problem with
this uncomprimising time frame was indicated by last year's elections. Spring Break occurred one week later than usual, leaving only
15 days between the end of break and the fixed election date. The
elections committee stuck to its tradition of meeting after Spring
Break to set election rules, leaving only one week for campaigning.
Such a short campaign period does not provide sufficient exposure
for the candidates. Lesser known candidates, whose only means of
publicity is the campaign, are especially disadvantaged.
This year, there are 19 days between break and the election, but the
SGA failed to learn from history. The elections committee again did
not meet until after break to declare last Friday as the deadline for
candidacy petitions, leaving only 11 days for campaigning.
The SGA forum, traditionally the climax of the campaign, gives
students the best opportunity to hear from all candidates. But this
year, as it was last year, the forum is being held on the Monday before
the election, presumably because the short time frame did not allow
for a more convenient date. This minimizes its impact, largely
because those students who will not attend (i.e., the majority) will not
be able to'read about it in The Breeze.
The SGA elections need to be held on a day allowing sufficient time
for campaigning. We therefore support commuter senator Karl Lindsley's proposal to set the date on the first Tuesday three full weeks
after Spring Break. The bill also requires the elections committee to
meet before Spring Break to set the rules.
This bill would at least prevent the campaign period from being
shortened by the random arrangement of the calendar.

WHKT XSO YOU
THINK OF KY. PiE,TiP?i

The above editorial was written by Charles Lundy and is the opinion or The Breeze editorial
board.
The board consists or editor Gwen Karris, managing editor Cay Fultz, editorial editor Brian
Rawdon and assistant editorial editor Charles Lundy.

Harry discovers big-time con job overseas
As promised, though a little bit behind schedule
because of some intense research conducted in the
London pubs, I am continuing my column from
London.
Before I decided to go on the semester in London trip, I listened to many people from previous
trips praise the program and talk about how incredible the whole experience was.
You've heard it before:
"I look on the program as the conception of my
blossoming outlook about liberal education."
Belch! Gag! Barf! Right?
Well, I made a promise to not get caught up in
the hype and make my own judgments about this
trip. I've discovered in my first four weeks in London yet another JMU con job we students have
been swallowing like wet-feathered baby sparrows.
Recently, I had a conversation with a gullible
student. Marvel Wide-eye, in which I use my
carefully calculated disputation techniques to
reveal the "glorious" Semester in London program to be the complete embarrassing sham that it
is.
The poor idiot was blabbing on and on about
how exciting the program was when I told him I

had been to more exciting finger painting clinics.
Well, Marvel immediately became defensive and
named the eight plays we had already seen and how
most of those were Royal Shakespeare Company
or National Theater productions.
I quickly informed him of my video club card
"back home" and how walks to theaters were ob-

From left field
Harry Atwood
sol etc as far as I was concerned.
Then I pointed out that a sucker like him is a
menace to society and that God would surely find a
large lighting bolt to end his miserable and
squeamish life.
Marvel then started talking about the trips to
Oxford, Cambridge, Ely, Canterbury and many

other places to which I pointed out Marvel's
pretentiousness in assuming a couple of road trips
had made him a "cultured" student.
Well, needless to say, he tried desperately to tell
me the concerts, classes, British people, pubs, architecture, art, history and literature were all a part
of a unique experience. To this I simply said:
anut up, you witless putz."
It's pointless to repeat my clever destruction of
the simple fool. The bottom line, as I told Marvel,
is that it's cold here, the breakfasts are strange, the
People talk funny and they drive on the wrong side
ot the road. It's no wonder I left the hotel the other
morning blowing my nose, hungry as a dog and
not understanding a word the taxi driver said
before being run down in the street like a dixie cup.
By the time I got done with Marvel, he was stan2 °nn ■ tab,e in a P"b screaming for some ice
cold Budweiser and calling Big Ben a giant
manifestation of English neurosis for phalic sym-
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rs' forum
Campu$quote
"What do you suggest to make
Bluestone dorm life more sppealing now
that full lofts have been banned.?"

"I'd suggest high
half-tofts or move
people into academic
buildings."
Dee Willis
senior
communication arts

"They should paint
the ceiling bright red
to remind people living there that they're
living in a fire
hazard."
Mike Funkhouser
sophomore
MIS

"Live vertically."
Ramsey Mldwood
senior
communication arts

"Shoot your roommate and get a 4.0$>
boot."
Janlne Heaton
senior
communication arts

"Have less people in
the rooms."
Jamie Blankenshlp
senior
psychology

. Student responses in Campusguoteorenot
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.
.
■
.
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman
Photos by Steve Eaton

Abortion
Other victims' rights are overlooked
To the editor
I would like to respond to the letter written by
Julie Cloninger, president of JMU NOW, concerning the issue of abortion. I commend Ms. Cloninger on her concern for women distressed with an
unwanted pregnancy. Unfortunately, her concern
lies wholly with the woman and not with the child
within her womb. The Virginia NOW president
told of a nurse who said "that if making abortion
illegal meant one more woman would suffer some
of the things she had seen, then the price was too
high." What about the child who is aborted during
an illegal or legal abortion? The Supreme Court
gave a woman the legal right to kill her own child
in the Roe v. Wade decision. I think that the most
fundamental human and civil right begins with the
right to be born.
There are other alternatives to abortion. There
are organizations a woman can go to for emotional
support or to receive financial assistance during
the course of her pregnancy. She can then later
decide if she wants to keep her baby or give her
baby up for adoption so that some childless couple
could experience the love of rearing a child. I know
there is a definite inconvenience by not having a
supposedly quick, quiet abortion so no one will
know. But I think that if a child was conceived due
to a mistake, then why punish the child by depriv-

ing him/her a chance to experience life? No matter
how we think the quality of his/her life will be, a
fair chance of happiness should not be taken away.
I have great respect and admiration for the women
who have chosen life at the risk of everyone knowing that they have made a very human mistake.
They have avoided the physical, emotional and
psychological trauma of killing their own child by
an abortion.
Abortion does not solve a woman's problem. It
only creates more problems. Unfortunately, some
women may find that they are alone when they
find out they are pregnant, feeling that abortion is
the only way out of an unfair situation. Choosing
life for your child is certainly not the most popular
one today. The courage and unselfish love that a
woman needs to choose life is truly admirable and
an example to us all.
I ask that the JMU community look at this controversial issue now so that if you are ever involved
in this situation in any way you will be able to live
with the decision that you make or advice and support that you may give.
Geneva Webb
junior
international business

Mountain benefit set for April
To the editor
We would like to inform all organizations of our
plans to sponsor a benefit party for Jim Mountain.
This event will raise money to benefit Jim in his
recovery from a serious injury incurred while playing rugby. The injury left him paralyzed, and
though we are not sure at this time if his paralysis
is permanent, his need for financial support is extensive.
Our plans have already passed through the first
few stages, which entailed getting the support of
Student Affairs and getting permission to use Godwin Hall. We are now turning to the rest of the student body for support. This is one event in which
the entire university can pull together for the
benefit of another student. We are asking that all
organizations recognize April 12 as the night on
which this event will be held. We are also asking

that each organization leader announce the event
so that this will be a great success.
The event will run from 7:30 p.m. to
midnight and will include two bands and will be sponsored by a local beer distributor. Tickets will be
sold for $4 each and have been available since
March 20. Our goal is to sell
about
1,500
tickets, so we will need your support. A representatiVe°from Sigma Phi Epsilon will contact campus
organization leaders to talk with them about the
event.
We are looking forward to a very successful
evening. If you have any questions, please feel free
to call me at 568-7456.
David V. DuVal
SPE Social Chairman

Letters policy
The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor from all readers.
Letters should be typed and include the writer's name, phone
number, academic year and major
Letters without this information cannot be published.
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor, The Breeze.
Communication Arts Department, JMU, Harrisonburg VA
22807. Letters may also be dropped off in The Breeze office in
the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
All letters are subject to editing for clarity and to meet space
limitations.
Opinions on the Reader's Fourm pages are not necessarily
those of The Breeze staff.
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Philippine government recovers assets
MANILA, Philippines(AP) — The government announced Saturday it recovered $30
million worth of stock in a private communications, company controlled by the deposed president Ferdinand Marcos and his associates.

The commission was established by newly
elected president Corazon Aquino to find ways
to recover up to $10 billion in government funds
Marcos and his cronies plundered during his
20-year rule.

"This is definitely a breakthrough," said
Mary Concepcion Bautista, a member of the
Commission on Good Government.

^ The shares of stock, 40 percent of Philippine
Communications Satellite Inc., were voluntarily
turned over Friday by the corporation's board

of directors.
Bautista said, however, that acceptance of the
shares does not mean the commission is
satisfied that $30 million in stock is all that is
due the government from what was once a
wholly owned government facility.
"Philcomsat was a govejnment facility and
we are still interested to know how it became a
private company," she said.

Budget cuts to prevent more aid to Turkey
ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP) — Due to budget
cuts, the United States will have trouble satisfying Turkish pleas for more aid and trade under
an agreement on U.S. military base rights, said
Secretary of State George Schultz Saturday.
Schultz arrived for four days of talks with
Turkish leaders where he will try to further

negotiations on the bases NATO deems vital to
the security of its southern flank.
Turkey will receive about $700 million in
direct aid during this fiscal year. They want $1.2
billion in aid next year and increased'access to
U.S. textile markets to reduce a $700 million
deficit in trade with the United States.

state
ACLU backs school paper
RICHMOND (AP) -.The American Civil
Liberties Union of Virginia said it would sue the
Patrick County School Board if it did not drop
a requirement for pre-publication approval of
Patrick County High School's student
newspaper.
^ The school board made the decision after The
Cougar Review ran an advertisement by the
Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors
(CCCO) in their October 1985 issue.
The ad has a picture of a gun-toting soldier
with his hand on a teenager's shoulder and
reads: "Sure you need a job. And a way to pay
for school. A challenge. An adventure. Pay and
benefits. But are you willing to risk your life or
take somebody else's in order to get it? . . .

1-64 westbound lanes
closed for three weeks;
eastbound to open soon
AFTON, Virginia (AP) — The eastbound
lanes of Interstate 64 on Afton Mountain could
be reopened soon, but westbound traffic will
have to take a detour for about three weeks, officials say.
An eight-mile section of the highway between
Waynesboro and Charlottesville has been closed
since Thursday because it is threatened by a
rockslide on the mountain.
i
"If everything goes well it'll take 15 to 20
days" to remove the loose rocks and dirt, said
Carl Breeden, superintendent for Echols
Brothers Inc., the Staunton contractor hired to
remove the material.

?

Now's the time to find out what you're getting
into."
The advertisement prompted an outcry from
parents, who felt the ad did not belong in a high
school newspaper. Principal James K. Hiatt
began requiring the students to submit the
newspaper for approval before it could be
published.
From the ACLU's point of view, the legal
precedents on student newspapers' First
Amendment rights are clear.
"It's an open and shut case. The issue was
decided in controversies that arose around the
Vietnam War," said ACLU representative
Stephen Bricker. "I'm hopeful it can be resolved out of court. I hope they will see it's a fu'rly
pointless exercise."

He said the westbound lanes would be closed
for three weeks. Traffic crossing the mountain
has been diverted onto U.S. 250.

State commission
takes advertising case
to Va. Supreme Court
RICHMOND (AP) - The Virginia Real
Estate Commission has gone to the Virginia
Supreme Court with its complaint against a
Newport News real estate broker's advertising
practices.
The commission, in papers filed last week,
contends that Paul K. Lotz indicated a
preference for Christian clients in his advertising that included a fish logo with the phrase
"Jesus is Coming" inside the logo.

Schultz said he envisions progress during his
talks on clarifying the agreements on the bases.
The bases support U.S. Navy and Air Force
operations and include supersecure listening
posts that have monitored Soviet communications since the Iranian revolution in 1979 led to
the expulsion of such installations in Iran.

New shuttje to be
safer, cleaner
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) - Officials at the Johnson Space Center at Rockwell
International are making tentative plans to
build a new space shuttle to replace the
destroyed Challenger, and most believe it will be
the safest, cleanest spacecraft ever built.
Congress has not approved the construction
of a new orbiter, but experts have estimated the
cost at about $2.8 billion and the time it would
take to build at about three years
According to Richard Colonna, manager of
the space shuttle projects office at the Johnson
^pace Center, the new shuttle would have all of
the latest innovations, with a heavy emphasis on

Reagan calls Contras
'courageous', asks
Senate to support aid
(AP)
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by the way

Soviet girl enjoys 'tasty' hamburgers
CHICAGO (AP) — Eleven-year-old Soviet
schoolgirl Katerina Lycheva munched on hamburgers Saturday and talked of "peace plants."
"It*S very tasty," the blond-haired youngster
said as she bit into her first hamburger ever.
Surrounded by photographers and reporters,
Katerina dined with McDonald's mascot
Ronald McDonald and said she had tasted
something like a hamburger once in the south of
Russia.

USC suspends Greeks
for anti-Semitic pranks
against Jewish frat
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Saying they disgraced the school, the University of Southern
California president suspended a fraternity and
sorority for chanting anti-Semitic remarks and
painting "Jew Week" near a mostly Jewish
fraternity that won a campus contest.
USC president James H. Zumberge ordered
Kappa Sigma fraternity and Pi Beta Phi sorority
temporarily banned from campus activities and
from pledging new members pending an investigation by a disciplinary panel of school
faculty, administrators and students.
The incident occurred March 13 after Sigma

"It was better, but this is good, too," she said
as she polished off french fries and Coke.
Prior to her fast-food publicity luncheon,
Katya visited a career fair sponsored by
Express-Ways Children's Museum at a
downtown department store where she said
through an interpreter, "We have a peace
garden back in the U.S.S.R. Now that I have
planted a peace seed here, not only people, but
plants, will go on working for peace."

Katya's tour, her first outside the Soviet
Union, is sponsored by the San Francisco based
Children As The Peacemakers and was prompted by the 1983 Soviet tour by Maine schoolgirl
Samantha Smith, who died in a plane crash last
fall.

Alpha Mu beat Kappa Sigma and Pi Beta Phi in
Greek Week activities, a round of contests to
raise money for charity, said Jim Dennis,
university vice president for student affairs.

The distinct dozen were among 85 Rolls
Royces kept by the guru, who led thousands of
followers at his Oregon commune before being
deported by the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service last year.

She will be in the U.S. until April 1 taking her
peace rhetoric to Washington D.C., Houston
and Los Angeles.

People pay $70,000
Women surpass men in
for deported Bhagwan's checkbook control
decorated Rolls Royces
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Deported guru
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh is not the only person
who likes Rolls Royces decorated with clouds,
cranes and kimonos, and some folks are willing
to pay more than $70,000 for one.
Twelve of the exotically painted cars once
owned by the guru went on the auction block
Saturday.

Write your ad in this space:

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Women control
the checkbook in most American households
and wield more influence than men on routine
spending decisions, according to a Better
Homes and Gardens survey.
Women were the primary keeper of the
checkbook in 75 percent of the households contacted in the survey and paid virtually all of the
bills.

Clip this form and put it in an envelope
with $1 for M0 words, $2 for 11-20
words and so on.
Mall the envelope to The Br—w by
campus mall, or deliver It to our office In the basement of AnthonyHall.

u
Name
Telephone number

Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Tuesday. Deadline for Monday's paper Is noon Friday.
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Home off Harrisonburg's Rock 'n' Roll Delivery
Welcomes back JMU with lower prices
Same great deal, same great service

433-0606
TO SAVE YOU MORE MONEY

OFFERS:

All You Can Eat Lunch Buffet for $3.39
Half Price Pizza Every Tuesday Night
Group Discounts with Super Savings
Happy Hour Prices During Sporting Events

Come See the NCAA Tourney on
Widescreen!

w
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_
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-Large
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Plus 2 Free Cokes 11 Plus 2 Free Cokes | | Plus 2 Free Cokes I"
Pizza
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I■
- (Reg. crusl only) _
(Reg crust only)
(Reg. crust only)
| Plus 4 Free Cokes . I Plus 4 Free Cokes
Plus 4 Free Cokes
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